Shielding the cationic charge of nanoparticle-formulated dermal DNA vaccines is essential for antigen expression and immunogenicity.
Nanoparticle-formulated DNA vaccines hold promise for the design of in vivo vaccination platforms that target defined cell types in human skin. A variety of DNA formulations, mainly based on cationic liposomes or polymers, has been investigated to improve transfection efficiency in in vitro assays. Here we demonstrate that formulation of DNA into both liposomal and polymeric cationic nanoparticles completely blocks vaccination-induced antigen expression in mice and ex vivo human skin. Furthermore, this detrimental effect of cationic nanoparticle formulation is associated with an essentially complete block in vaccine immunogenicity. The blocking of DNA vaccine activity may be explained by immobilization of the nanoparticles in the extracellular matrix, caused by electrostatic interactions of the cationic nanoparticles with negatively charged extracellular matrix components. Shielding the surface charge of the nanoparticles by PEGylation improves in vivo antigen expression more than 55 fold. Furthermore, this shielding of cationic surface charge results in antigen-specific T cell responses that are similar as those induced by naked DNA for the two lipo- and polyplex DNA carrier systems. These observations suggest that charge shielding forms a generally applicable strategy for the development of dermally applied vaccine formulations. Furthermore, the nanoparticle formulations developed here form an attractive platform for the design of targeted nanoparticle formulations that can be utilized for in vivo transfection of defined cell types.